WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
CHAPTER XVIII
T
HREE summers in Egypt in succession are a: least one too
many, as all who have lived there will agree. Moreover, mv
own views as to policy in Egypt and those of my Chief differed
so widely that I felt I was doing no good there. I consequently
asked for a change and pressed for the post of No. 2 in Paris, namelv
Counsellor, but with rank as Minister, which meant that diplomatists
appointed Ministers to independent posts did not go over one's head
in the Foreign Office list—a detail of some importance. I had always
regarded the Minister's post in Paris as the plum of the Diplomatic
Service.- Paris was so close to London that, although abroad, one
was still able to keep in touch with people in England, also a point of
importance to me who had spent my whole service out of it and had
therefore to a great extent lost contact with my own country. I even
hoped that I might somehow manage to remain in Paris till I got an
Embassy, thus avoiding altogether the Legations, which I had always
very erroneously regarded as of minor importance. Such was my
reasoning, but, though it appeared to me attractive and not unsound,
it was in fact a grave mistake to go from one post in which I was
No. 2 with Minister's rank already to another in which I would be in
exactly the same position* From a pension point of view, also, it was
an error, as one's salary in both posts was only that of a Counsellor,
the Ministerial title being counted as honorary. In fact I was a fool
to ask for Paris instead of for an independent Legation, which I could
more easily have got and which would have paid me better. However,
there it was; I asked for Paris, and when Eric Phipps, who had been
there for six years as Counsellor-Minister, was appointed to the
Legation at Vienna in 1928,1 was selected as his successor.
So I left Cairo in the spring of that year. It was a wrench leaving
my charming little house and garden in Gezirah, next door to the Tom
Russells and just opposite the Mores, and to leave the many friends
I had made in Egypt, but it was high time I went There was no need
to hurry on the return journey, so I decided to travel to England via
Palestine and Asia Minor. Lord Plumer was still High Commissioner
in Jerusalem, and as he had kindly invited me to stay with him there
at any time, I went to Jerusalem first of all. Barely a month before
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